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INTRODUCTION 

The NATO Multinational Battlegroup (NATO MN BG) has been present in 

Slovakia since April 2022 in response to the unprecedented Russian aggression 

in Ukraine in the form of a full-scale war. It represents the manifestation of the 

Slovak Republic's membership in NATO and the strengthening of the defensive 

and deterrent effect of the Alliance's eastern wing. 

These are the two main reasons that led to the conduct of the research. NATO 

has long been the target of a broader framework of negative communication 

activities in the Slovak information space, including disinformation campaigns. 

The war in Ukraine has only deepened this phenomenon. At the same time, 

NATO's eastern flank is a rarely discussed topic alongside the Baltic and Black 

Sea regions. The growing importance of national security issues only underlines 

the potential for their exploitation, especially if the relevant actors are not 

prepared to communicate them. 

The research aims to identify the lines of communication that were dedicated to 

the presence of NATO MN BG in the Slovak information space. It seeks to provide 

an analysis with an emphasis on identifying the following parameters: actors, 

sentiment, application of themes, and narratives. 

The research seeks to provide readers with a comprehensive view of the 

communication of NATO's MN BG presence as part of a broader framework of 

defence and security issues. Its content is of use to members of the expert 

community focused on strategic communication. It can also find its application 

at the level of setting up the communication of relevant ministries, institutions, 

as well as branches of the armed forces. To maximise the practical benefits of 

the study, we have taken full account of the conclusions of the expert roundtable 

with the participation of relevant Czech and Slovak institutions and think tanks, 

which we held in early October.1  

The document is structured into five parts. The first offers recommendations 

arising from the analysis of the information space and the research itself. The 

specific features and factors influencing the state of the information 

 
1 The findings presented are partly based on a study Communicating Defence in Slovakia and the Czech 

Republic: Mapping Actors and Narratives online. 
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environment and the communication of relevant topics are described in the 

second part. The third part focuses on the overall sentiment picture that was 

observed in the actors' communication. It also analyses the primary and related 

topics within which the NATO MN BG's presence was communicated. The fourth 

part analyses the sentiment of specific actors, focusing on the narratives used in 

the communication. The accompanying methodology provides a detailed 

description and explanation of the research design. 

SUMMARY 

With the exception of a few moments, the presence of NATO MN BG in Slovakia 

has not become a strongly resonating public issue. The prevailing disinterest of 

the anti-system disinformation ecosystem has left the topic in the online space 

to political leaders, institutions and media communicating about NATO MN BG 

neutrally or with positive sentiment. The ability to systematically and 

continuously make the topic present in the information space is important for 

the gradual building of awareness and a positive memory trail. 

The strongest negative narratives were associated with NATO MN BG only 

indirectly. These included criticism of the replacement of S-300 air defence 

systems with Patriot systems or the alleged theft of Patriot system parts from the 

Sliač Airport. Although from a formal point of view the air defence component is 

in no way related to the ground component of the NATO MN BG, they are not 

distinguished in this way in public communication. However, the 

understandable communication shortcut in the sense of "allied/NATO presence" 

broadens the spectrum of areas from which an information attack damaging to 

NATO MN BG can emerge.  

The current low interest of disinformation actors may change at any time. A real 

negative event, exaggerated by propaganda or completely fabricated, always has 

the potential to quickly escalate into a harmful information incident with wider 

implications, given the specifics of the Slovak information space. Therefore, 

monitoring and evaluation of the information environment remain the basic 

starting point for mitigating such risks. A useful partner in this endeavour can be 

NGOs that have long been active in monitoring the operation of the anti-

systemic disinformation ecosystem in Slovakia. 

Within the StratCom effort to support the NATO MN BG presence in Slovakia, we 

distinguish between its internal and external parts for the purpose of further 
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analysis. The internal part consists of activities, processes, measures and tasks 

leading to the promotion of communication with domestic audiences. At the 

tactical-operational level, it is mainly about engaging with the local political 

representation and the residents of the communities in direct contact with the 

NATO MN BG deployment site. The purpose is to set up communication 

channels, awareness and good relations. The desired effect is to raise awareness 

first and later gain the sympathy of the local population and the cooperation of 

the political representatives. In this scenario, the civil-military cooperation 

should prevent the emergence of major negative consequences from potential 

incidents for NATO MN BG. These activities are directly undertaken by NATO MN 

BG, but in coordination with the parent nation and other actors when the 

specifics of a particular situation require it.  

At the strategic level, this mainly includes the whole complex of communication 

activities (press releases and talks, media appearances, social networks, etc.), 

exposed troop movements and exercises, and the communication of national 

political leaders and institutions towards the domestic audience. 

The external part of StratCom consists of activities, processes, measures and 

tasks leading to the promotion of communication with foreign audiences. The 

image of a responsible, well-prepared and well-equipped host nation must be 

based on a continuous effort to improve interoperability and conditions for 

deployed forces. Relations with participating nations cannot be underestimated. 

Visits by their political and military leaders, Troops rotation, transfer of command ceremony, 

major validation exercises, public holidays, important anniversaries and similar events 

require increased attention and emphasis from the host side. This should be 

taken into account in the form of increased activity of Slovak embassies abroad. 

Involvement in NATO MN BG qualitatively shifts the bilateral relations of the 

host and participating countries. The choice of the Czech Republic as the Lead 

Nation of the NATO MN BG provides an enormous potential to develop joint 

communication and information campaigns due to the common history, 

linguistic, and socio-cultural proximity. 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

1. Continuous sharing and exchange of information among the actors 

involved in the StratCom effort in support of the NATO MN BG presence is a 

fundamental prerequisite for success. Whether it is information about a planned 

rotation, a high-level political visit, or intercepted malicious disinformation, 
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timely sharing increases the scope for an appropriate response, coordination or 

de-conflicting. The agreement on an early warning system appears to be a step 

with great added value. 

2. The added value of StratCom activities carried out by a large number of 

actors lies in coordination. A clear definition of decision-making, responsibilities, 

roles, focal points and compliance with them will help to reduce friction in inter-

ministerial and international cooperation. A permanent working group or a 

similar format can be an appropriate instrument for closer coordination. 

3. Communication by political leaders must be complemented by systematic 

communication by institutions, including the armed forces. Capacity building 

and the emergence of new communication capabilities are positive trends. 

However, achieving its full potential also requires a change in the internal 

organisational culture that empowers a wider range of people to communicate 

publicly and through media outputs. NATO StratCom COE can help with specific 

preparation and communication training. 

4. A short message or positive mention of NATO MN BG can often be easily 

and naturally included in communications on topics which are not necessarily 

directly related to NATO MN BG. Such indirect communication also helps to 

create awareness and a positive memory trail. 

5. The active promotion of the involvement of "small nations" in particular 

by NATO MN BG undermines the classic anti-Western narrative presenting 

NATO as an instrument of US imperialism. The involvement of allies should not 

be downplayed but approached with increased sensitivity. One of the 

possibilities of presentation is participation in events such as the Tank Days in 

Trenčín, the SIAF festival or selected commemorative events with the 

participation of the Slovak Armed Forces. 

6. The practical experience gained from the international and inter-

institutional StratCom efforts should be directly used in the development of the 

Concept of Strategic Communication of the Slovak Republic, the Strategy for 

Combating Hybrid Threats or specific communication strategies and plans of the 

ministries. The creation of conceptual documents influenced by good practice is 

a necessity for their functionality. 

7. There is scope for NGO involvement at a number of levels and models of 

engagement. A relatively strong and well-developed professional analytical 
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community can be involved in building situational awareness through ongoing 

monitoring of the information space or specific research assignments. At the 

local level, local sports or shooting organisations, military history clubs or similar 

associations may be a suitable way to strengthen the local network of partners. 

Outreach and engagement plan should be developed and coordinated by the host 

nation. 

SPECIFICS OF SLOVAK ONLINE INFORMATION SPACE  

The most effective communicators in the online space in terms of the volume of 

interactions generated are political actors. Communication is highly 

personalised and sentimentally coloured. The Slovak online information space is 

heavily structured. Clusters communicating with pro-Western and anti-Western 

sentiment are distinguishable, as are their central and peripheral parts. Topics 

related to defence are typically communicated today in connection with the war 

in Ukraine, NATO's activities or the supply of military equipment to Ukraine. 

Narrowly focused topics, such as specific military exercises, modernisation 

programmes and so on, resonate little in the information space. On the contrary, 

broad topics with a strong political element present, such as US military bases in 

Slovakia or military aid to Ukraine, have an unsurprisingly high viral potential. 

Telegram is an essential gateway for the entry of Russian content into the Slovak 

information environment. The importance of the monitoring capability of this 

platform is therefore growing significantly, although from a quantitative point 

of view it remains a rather marginal social network. Facebook continues to be 

the primary platform among online social networks. Interestingly, in terms of 

the number of interactions, the Slovak-language Facebook outperforms the 

Czech-language one, although the Czech one has more users.  

Since 2014, the extreme right, left, and pro-Kremlin actors have successfully 

created their own information subsystems made up of proxy media, blogs or 

groups and pages on various social networks. Facebook maintains its position as 

the primary social network, but the anti-systemic disinformation ecosystem has 

a definite multi-platform presence. This ecosystem exhibits a syncretic 

character, operating without an ideological background. Over the last two years, 

this ecosystem has been the originator of every serious communication crisis or 

at least a major amplifier of them. Geopolitical topics related to Russia are 

strongly represented in the Slovak information space across its different parts. 

The dividing line is clearly visible. This topic is highly polarizing, which is also 
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reflected in the positions and communication strategies of the dominant actors. 

Most of the communication on the topics of Russian geopolitics has a pro-

Russian orientation. 

The fact that these topics are easily and efficiently exploitable (abusable) by 

different actors is not surprising. The findings of the information space analysis 

support the long-term trends visible in opinion polls. For example, a YouGov poll 

from May 2022 showed that almost a third of Slovaks at the time considered 

NATO to be the aggressor. Similarly, a poll conducted in May by Slovak 

universities showed that many Slovaks attributed responsibility for the conflict 

to Ukraine itself (38% of respondents) and NATO (35% of respondents). The 

GLOBSEC Trends 2022 survey mapping the perception of the war in Ukraine in 

CEE countries showed the strongest support in Slovakia for the claim that the 

West, which provoked Russia, was responsible for the conflict. As many as 28% 

of respondents agreed with the statement, while 16% of respondents also agreed 

with another statement claiming that Ukraine itself was to blame as it 

suppressed the rights of the Russian-speaking population on its territory. 

According to the same survey, Slovak citizens also consider Ukraine to be a 

puppet of the West (23% of respondents in the survey think so) or even part of 

Russia (13% of respondents).  

At the same time, relevant topics show high potential for linking to domestic 

policy issues at both national and local levels. In the context of NATO MN BG and 

NATO in general, this phenomenon has emerged particularly in the context of 

the war in Ukraine. The problematic communication with negative sentiment 

consists of statements based on rhetoric that applies a simple principle: any 

assistance to Ukraine from Slovakia is supposed to be at the expense of the needs 

of ordinary Slovak citizens or national interests. This attitude can be well 

illustrated by the delivery of the Slovak S-300 air defence system, which has been 

portrayed as an irresponsible and dangerous decision that reduces Slovakia's 

defence capability. 

On the contrary, successful and positive communication by state officials or 

institutions towards NATO is based primarily on two principles. First, the 

Alliance is portrayed as a guarantee of freedom, sovereignty and security for 

Slovakia. Second, the Alliance's decisive unity and cohesive response to Russia's 

growing aggression was portrayed. These two principles seemed to be effective 

in supporting each other. 
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SENTIMENT AND TOPIC ANALYSIS 

During the analyzed period, the NATO MN BG presence was not directly targeted 

by pro-Kremlin or other influential actors. The most prominent direct negative 

narrative was the portrayal of NATO MN BG as an occupying force and its 

presence as a loss of sovereignty. These narratives were promoted by the fringe 

far-right party Slovak Resurgence Movement (Slovenské hnutie obrody) and 

some other actors. The historical analogy with August 1968 was deliberately used 

to evoke emotions. The appropriate response was the own campaign of the 

Government Office of the Slovak Republic, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 

Slovak Republic, the Government Office of the Czech Republic, the Slovak 

Interior Ministry or the US Embassy in Slovakia, which compared the invasion of 

the Warsaw Pact "allies" with the current NATO presence. 

Indirectly, the most successful negative messages were related to the Patriot 

systems replacing the S-300 and the US military presence (continuation of 

attacks on DCA) and the referendum on the military base at Sliač. The NATO MN 

BG presence, the deployment of Patriot air defence systems or even the allied 

protection of Slovak airspace were frequently communicated collectively as 

"NATO presence". This has been the case not only in the media but also in the 

official communication of institutions and political actors. While such 

simplification is understandable, it also carries certain risks. A side effect is to be 

expected. If there are any negative developments within these three separate 

areas, the allies' presence in Slovakia as a whole may suffer in terms of its 

perception. 

We have observed limited interest and level of information activity by the anti-

system disinformation ecosystem against the NATO MN BG presence, although 

NATO-related topics are usually heavily targeted. The primary focus in the 

reporting period was on topics related to the war in Ukraine, specifically military 

aid, refugees, or rising energy prices. These topics have probably saturated the 

information space to such an extent that NATO MN BG can be considered a 

secondary or tertiary topic.  

The analysed dataset was dominated by content with a neutral sentiment, with 

mainly media, institutions and partly political actors discussing NATO MN BG. 

Positive content was also strongly represented and generated the highest 

interaction rate. 
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Sentiment 
Number of 

posts 

Number of 

interactions 

Number of 

comments 

Number of 

shares 

Negative 38 65 310 3 508 10 817 

Neutral 207 63 618 9 918 2 828 

Positive 172 131 644 7 644 6 085 

Total 407 260 572 21 070 19 730 

Table 1: Presence of sentiments in the analysed dataset  

The analysed dataset was dominated by content with a neutral sentiment, with 

mainly media, institutions and partly political actors discussing NATO MN BG. 

Positive content was also strongly represented and generated the highest 

interaction rate. Negative content was relatively rare but very effective in 

generating interactions. Notable is the high number of shares of content tagged 

with negative sentiment. Despite the low number of posts, content with negative 

sentiment can be therefore described as viral. Posts with a clearly positive 

sentiment were mostly published by political institution pages, but also by some 

politicians and traditional media. They primarily contained information about 

the acquisition of individual Patriot system batteries as a replacement for the S-

300 air defence system and the ensuring of the protection and defence of the 

Slovak Republic, or information about the conduct of joint exercises with NATO 

allies within the framework of the NATO MN BG. The negative sentiment was 

linked to a broader range of topics, which mostly included a narrative about the 

Slovak Republic being dragged into a war by warmongers in the government, or 

about the unfavourable purchase of the Patriot system, which the Slovaks 

allegedly do not want. The arrival of the NATO MN BG was negatively portrayed 

as a tool for the militarisation of Slovakia and irresponsible fuelling of the war, 

which supposedly does not bring any constructive solution. In extreme cases, 

however, the presence of NATO MN BG has also been portrayed as a tool for the 

gradual occupation of Slovakia by NATO troops. In this context, the need for 

peace and the neutrality of Slovakia were emphasised and exploited. 

The results of the study show that content with positive sentiment dominated 

the number of interactions throughout the study period. At the same time, it 

continuously co-occurred with neutral content. However, despite the low 
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number of posts, negative content managed to compete with positive content at 

some moments. The data show that the topic more or less remained below the 

threshold of attention of the problematic actors. Nevertheless, we particularly 

note the initial wave of reactions that labelled the presence of NATO MN BG as 

an unwanted militarisation of Slovakia. This period was also accompanied by 

narratives of a hidden conspiracy or the rhetoric of history repeating itself in the 

form of Nazi occupation. This narrative emerged particularly in relation to the 

deployment of German troops and the Patriot system. In the broader context of 

the war in Ukraine, the narrative of Slovakia becoming a key target of the Russian 

Federation through similar actions has also been amplified. These narratives 

were spread and the high level of interaction was mainly due to Eduard Chmelár 

and Ľuboš Blaha, followed by pages of Artur Bekmatov and the Socialists party 

(Socialisti). During March, the number of posts and interactions were dominated 

by content with a positive sentiment, generated by several institutions or state 

representatives. Messages about the deployment of the first Patriot troops and 

further plans to strengthen NATO's eastern flank formed the core of the 

communication. In the case of positive content, the communication of the 

Minister of Defence was continuously present, for example also through his 

"Week in Defence" column. 

 

Graph 1: Presence of sentiment in the analysed dataset 
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The peak of attention was observed during April 2022, when the S-300 system 

was provided to Ukraine. As part of the positive content, there was a continuous 

information campaign through which several state actors tried to explain to the 

public the need for solidarity with Ukraine, while at the same time highlighting 

the benefits of the Patriot system (which was secured as a replacement). The 

communication took place at several levels but was again largely personalised by 

the Minister of Defence, who also presented the topic in the media space. In 

addition, the key actors in this campaign were the Ministry of Defence, the 

Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs, the Armed Forces of the Slovak 

Republic, as well as embassies. Some political parties also joined in the positive 

communication. In particular, they reacted to Robert Fico's statement in which 

he described the provision of the S-300 to Ukraine as a threat to national security. 

However, the reaction from the experts was also triggered by statements that 

described the Patriot system as less effective compared to the S-300. Other 

positive content included debunks aimed at explaining Russia's unprecedented 

aggression and the topic of Slovakia's defence capability. During April, a visit by 

German President Steinmeier was also carried out. Symbolically, and in the spirit 

of the #StrongerTogether campaign, he and the Slovak President also visited the 

base in Sliač. In addition to the increased activity of the German Embassy in 

Slovakia, we also note the launch of the activity of the Armed Forces of the Slovak 

Republic, which provided the public with information on the progress of NATO 

MN BG exercises. As for the negative content, it continued to contain narratives 

depicting warmongers and false calls for peace. As mentioned above, the 

negative content was mainly related to the comparison of the S-300 and Patriot 

systems. The provision of the S-300 system to Ukraine was meant to confirm, in 

the eyes of the problematic actors, that Slovakia had become an enemy or a 

target for Russia. Narratives about the threat to national security were also 

disseminated in the context of criticism that the new Patriot system was not the 

property of Slovakia. At the same time, in the context of negative content, it is 

worth noting the increased activity of Telegram channels. 

After April, however, the topic of the presence of NATO MN BG in Slovakia in the 

space of problematic actors spreading negative content effectively ceases to 

exist. The latest efforts include the campaign of the Slovak Resurgence 

Movement (Slovenské hnutie obrody), which spread the narrative of the 

occupation of Slovakia by foreign troops within its wide communication network 

of party members and regional branches. Further communication of content 
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with a positive sentiment continued permanently until the end of the reporting 

period. Again, these were mainly the activities of the Minister of Defence of the 

Slovak Republic, the Ministry of Defence itself, but also the Armed Forces of the 

Slovak Republic. Occasionally, President Zuzana Čaputová also contributed to 

the positive communication. To a greater extent, we observe the communication 

activities of the NATO Multinational Battlegroup in Slovakia itself and the Czech 

Land Forces Headquarters. Other campaigns, which have included successful 

coordination of communication activities at the level of several state 

institutions, have been key to the message of increasing Slovakia's defence 

capability and reaffirming the value of inter-alliance partnerships. The increased 

activity of the Government Office of the Slovak Republic or providing 

information to the general public on the formation, exercises and daily 

functioning of NATO MN BG soldiers should also be positively evaluated. 

Within the analyzed content, the highest number of posts focused on the topic 

of the Patriot system, while having the highest number of interactions. In terms 

of success according to the criterion of the number of interactions, the highest 

ranked posts came from state representatives and institutions - primarily 

published by the website of the Armed Forces of the Slovak Republic, the 

Ministry of Defence of the Slovak Republic, the Minister of Defence Jaroslav Naď, 

Prime Minister Eduard Heger or President Zuzana Čaputová. These were mostly 

informative in their nature, aimed at explaining events or refuting false claims 

and accusations against the government. However, there were also posts by anti-

system actors and disinformation sources. These mostly referred to the 

government as warmongers dragging Slovakia into the war. This was also 

expressed by MP Ľuboš Blaha, whose Facebook account has since been banned, 

but several posts were shared in full by other pages. In the context of the Patriot 

system, Blaha spoke of dragging Slovakia into war, endangering Slovak families 

and spreading anti-Russian hysteria, which will not help Ukraine in any way. 

However, there were also claims that the Patriot system was not very effective, 

which was supposed to be proven by Saudi Arabia's inability to use the system to 

fight the Yemeni rebels. Patriot was also allegedly incapable of destroying 

precision-guided Russian missiles in Ukraine and was not a sufficient 

replacement for the S-300 anti-aircraft system, which was transferred to 

Ukraine. According to several pieces, the deal to replace the S-300 with the 

Patriot system was an example of government amateurism and was allegedly 

engineered without the knowledge of the public, who were betrayed by the 
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warmongers in the government. The withdrawal of the Patriot battery was 

interpreted as a cowardly move by NATO soldiers to show the true face of the 

Alliance. Thus, the only way to ensure security was to declare military neutrality 

and withdraw from the NATO military-political pact. 

The mosaic of basic information was mainly composed of content with a positive 

and neutral sentiment. NATO MN BG was communicated by the relevant actors 

as the embodiment of NATO membership, which guarantees our security. In 

particular, the emphasis on the unity of the allies was a key theme in the case of 

the positively-attuned content. This was communicated by actors across the 

whole area under scrutiny (Minister of Defence, Ministry of Defence, Ministry of 

Foreign Affairs, Armed Forces and others).  

Topic 
Number of 

posts 

Number of 

interactions 

Number of 

comments 

Number of 

shares 

Patriot system 233 183 039 16 020 15 278 

Basic information 201 65 141 4 859 2 891 

Other 160 46 509 3 052 3 295 

Withdrawing of the Patriot 

system battery 
32 8 293 788 583 

Sliač Air Base - lost 

equipment 
10 5 201 895 309 

Analogy with 1968 7 3 621 371 469 

Sliač Air Base - US base/ 

referendum 
2 668 20 21 

NATO BattleGroup 

presence as "occupation" 
18 233 16 73 

Table 2: Number of posts and interactions on the topics covered 

Positive (and in some cases neutral) communication also included activities of 

embassies of allies, especially Germany and the USA. Especially in the case of the 

partnership with Germany, the continuous communication of bilateral meetings 
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and coordination on the topic under review should be appreciated. The page of 

the German Embassy in Bratislava also reported on the daily activities and 

solidarity generated by the NATO MN BG soldiers. Marginal topics resonated 

somewhat less, which included disinformation narratives related to the Sliač 

airbase. An interesting finding is that despite the long-standing presence of this 

narrative (e.g. Sliač is supposed to be a US base for the occupation of Slovakia), it 

did not meet with a high response from the audience. In the number of posts and 

interactions achieved, it even lags behind the case of the lost military equipment, 

which is addressed below. Topics related to narratives about the occupation of 

Slovakia by NATO troops or attempts to draw an analogy between the current 

NATO MN BG and the Warsaw Pact troops in 1968 also received relatively low 

attention. The broad narrative of occupation was mainly spread by actors 

operating under the banner of the Slovak Resurgence Movement (Slovenské 

hnutie obrody), who as marginal actors failed to amplify this narrative. 

 

ACTOR AND NARRATIVE ANALYSIS  

Communication with positive sentiment is dominated by political and 

institutional actors. The Minister of Defence was the most active in terms of the 

number of contributions and also the most successful in generating interactions. 

During the reporting period, he regularly reported on new developments in the 

context of the arrival of NATO MN BG troops, the purchase and transfer of the 

Patriot system, as well as on the overall status of the Slovak defence. In many 

cases, these were simultaneous posts shared by the Ministry of Defence of the 

Slovak Republic. Thus, we observed considerable coherence in the content 

published by the Minister and his Ministry. The topics monitored were equally 

in line with the agenda of the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs of the 

Slovak Republic, which developed its own information campaign focusing on the 

arrival of the battle group troops, the importance of strengthening the defence 

of NATO's eastern flank as well as the overall meaning of membership in the 

defence alliance. Approximately the same number of posts as posted by the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Armed Forces of the Slovak Republic was also 

published by the official NATO Facebook page MN BG, but the posts received a 

significantly lower number of interactions. In contrast, the three posts published 

by President Zuzana Čaputová's profile had the third-highest number of 

interactions. Čaputová reported on the German President's visit to Sliač, pointing 
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to the positives of strengthening defence capabilities as well as the increased 

unity and commitment of the EU and NATO after the start of the Russian 

invasion of Ukraine. Together with Defence Minister Naď and Prime Minister 

Heger, Zuzana Čaputová is an example of successful positive communication on 

key defence issues based on clear and shared messages. 

Actor 
Number of 

posts 

Number of 

interactions 

Number of 

comments 

Number of 

shares 

Jaro Naď – Minister of Defence 

of the SR, OĽANO 
39 59 629 3 765 2 873 

Armed Forces of the SR 17 15 895 764 1 064 

Zuzana Čaputová 3 14 081 243 294 

Ministry of Defence of the SR 24 11 239 830 449 

Ministry of Foreign and 

European Affairs of the SR 
15 9 645 690 355 

Army of the Czech Republic 1 2 277 60 122 

Martin Klus 5 2 050 239 57 

Eduard Heger – Prime 

Minister of the SR 
1 1 832 149 74 

NATO Multinational 

Battlegroup in Slovakia 
16 1 804 14 165 

Ordinary People and 

Independent Personalities 

(OĽANO) 

3 1 541 90 54 

Ivan Korčok 2 1 490 57 30 

Table 3: Top performing actors with a positive sentiment (ranked by interactions) 

Within the positive sentiment content, we also captured posts debunking 

misleading claims and disinformation. For example, such posts were published 

by the Ministry of Foreign and European Affairs, which pointed out that the 

arrival of the battle group's troops does not mean occupation, but on the 

contrary, a guarantee of our sovereignty. Similarly, the Minister of Defence, 
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Jaroslav Naď, refuted the false claim about the alleged theft of components from 

the Patriot system from the Sliač base. It was in fact the theft of construction 

material, which was traced and returned on the same day. At the same time, Naď 

pointed out that neither the strengthening of NATO's eastern wing nor the 

donation of the S-300 system to Ukraine meant that Slovakia was being dragged 

into the war. The speed with which the aforementioned actors managed to react 

to situations with the potential to escalate in the information space should be 

appreciated. The same can be said for the case of the long-standing narratives 

concerning the Sliač Airport. The Armed Forces of the Slovak Republic have also 

reacted to disinformation regarding US bases or the storage of nuclear weapons 

in their debunk. 

Messages with neutral sentiments came from a variety of sources. However, the 

number of posts was dominated mainly by traditional media. It is noteworthy 

that the most active actor in terms of the number of contributions is Extra Plus, 

which is a disinformation media. This is in line with a broader trend in which 

disinformation media do not produce a great amount of unique content, but 

instead share and republish many official press releases, while also publishing 

Facebook posts or other content created by political actors. However, given the 

number of interactions, it is evident that this source's posts with neutral 

sentiments have failed to resonate with audiences. The highest numbers of 

interactions were received by posts from traditional media outlets, which mostly 

publish content with a neutral sentiment and also have a wide audience. In terms 

of content, these pieces focused on general information about the strengthening 

of the Alliance's eastern flank and NATO's MN BG, the process of purchasing and 

transferring the Patriot system as well as the donation of the S-300 air defence 

system to Ukraine, the withdrawal of the Dutch Patriot system battery and other 

topics. In addition, the neutral sentiment was also present in the informative 

posts of the Minister of Defence and the Armed Forces of the Slovak Republic. 

In the case of content with negative sentiments, political actors lead the number 

of interactions generated, with a limited number of disinformation media. 

Within the political spectrum, far-right and far-left poles are represented, 

including several MPs. The extraordinary level of interactions is caused by a set 

of factors. Beyond the expected presence of negative emotions and the hate 

politics, most of the annotated content with negative sentiment dealt with the 

topic of NATO MN BG secondarily, especially in the context of the war in Ukraine. 
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Actor 
Number of 

posts 

Number of 

interactions 

Number of 

comments 

Number of 

shares 

Denník N 6 9 985 628 225 

Television TA3 11 6 636 1 661 235 

Pravda 5 6 043 1 571 303 

Jaro Naď – Minister of Defence 

of the SR, OĽANO 
6 4 275 128 152 

SME 5 3 995 593 102 

Aktuality.sk 6 3 783 370 110 

Extra plus 19 2 735 953 244 

TREND -Weekly Newspaper 

on Economics and Business 
5 2 438 245 156 

Conservative Daily Newspaper 

Postoj 
6 2 058 356 64 

Armed Forces of the SR 5 1 880 40 71 

Table 4: Top performing actors with neutral sentiment (ranked by interactions) 

The posts by Eduard Chmelár and Ľuboš Blaha2 marginally dealt with the topic 

of the Patriot system. The Patriot system served as a tool for criticism of the 

government (and the president), which, according to both actors, is supposed to 

be made up of warmongers (or American agents) who unnecessarily threaten 

Slovakia and drag it into a direct military confrontation with Russia. Similarly, in 

the case of Ladislav Kamenický, who, like his predecessors, hid his criticism 

behind a narrative of peace (helping Ukraine by sending S-300s is supposed to be 

a refusal of peace alternatives). Alternatively, we encountered calls for neutrality 

in the foreign policy of Slovakia, which was to become a victim of unwanted 

 
2 In mid-June, Ľuboš Blaha, a member of the SMER-SD party, was banned by Meta from Facebook. The 
account, which was followed by more than 170 thousand users, was permanently terminated due to repeated 
violations of the rules regarding hate speech, bullying and harassment, incitement to violence, as well as 
disinformation and harm regarding COVID-19. It is questionable what Blaha's communications would have 
looked like if Meta had not taken this step. After being blocked on Facebook, Blaha switched to Telegram, 
which was also part of the monitored information space. 
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militarisation with the arrival of the Patriot systems. Indeed, the narrative that 

Slovakia was becoming a target thanks to its aid to Ukraine dominated the 

content with negative sentiment. At the same time, in many cases, the defence 

and security interests of Slovakia were devalued, as they were supposed to 

operate at the expense of the everyday needs of Slovaks. The effectiveness of the 

Patriot system has also been questioned, and the reduction in the number of 

troops and the withdrawal of one of the Patriot batteries was described by 

Marian Kotleba in early October as a defection of NATO troops. The arrival of 

German soldiers was even described in one of the posts as a return to the history 

of the Nazi occupation in the fight against Russia.  

Actor 
Number of 

posts 

Number of 

interactions 

Number of 

comments 

Number of 

shares 

Eduard Chmelár 2 16 486 501 4 181 

Ľuboš Blaha 1 10 150 709 1 167 

Ladislav Kamenický 1 9 715 167 616 

Tomáš Taraba -  Chairman of 

the ŽIVOT NS 
1 6 323 198 669 

Marian Kotleba 1 3 569 186 893 

Slobodný vysielač (Online 

Broadcast) 
3 3 070 249 613 

Marek Kurta • Republika 1 3 003 517 417 

Igor Melicher – Young Social 

Democrats 
2 2 952 220 514 

Anna Belousovová 1 2 157 221 379 

Artur Bekmatov 2 1 392 51 213 

Table 5: Top performing actors with negative sentiment (ranked by interactions) 

There was also a conspiracy theory that the provision of the S-300 system to 

Ukraine was a secret plan for the deployment of foreign troops and the 

subsequent occupation. Thus, in the broader framework of the annotated 

content with negative sentiment, the following principles were applied: the topic 
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of NATO MN BG was used as a tool for spreading disinformation narratives in the 

context of the war in Ukraine (Slovakia as a target) and for criticising the 

government (as warmongers or American agents); the presence of NATO MN BG 

troops is to be unwanted and the real intentions of its presence are to be 

concealed; the Patriot system is insufficient; Slovakia's defence and security 

policy operates at the expense of the interests of the ordinary population. 
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Annex 1: Methodology and Research Design 

The aim of the study is to provide readers with a better understanding of how 

the NATO MN BG presence in Slovakia has been communicated. The authors 

expect that this study can be of benefit to the StratCom community, including 

the Slovak and Czech Ministries of Defence and Armed Forces, and that it will be 

useful in their work and cooperation. From a broader NATO perspective, the 

report should contribute to closing the knowledge gap on the crucial but rarely 

discussed "centre" of NATO's eastern flank. 

The study uses qualitative and quantitative methods to assess the 

communication about NATO MN BG on social media in Slovakia. It relies on 

software developed by Gerulata Technologies to collect data from Facebook and 

various websites. Our dataset covers a period of almost 9 months: from 1 

February 2022 to 16 October 2022. We searched for content from social media 

using a set of keywords related to NATO MN BG and annotated the content by 

actor, topic and sentiment categories. The dataset contains more than 1,900 

results, from which 417 relevant articles and posts (including text posts, images 

and videos) were selected for analysis.3 Data were sorted by the number of 

interactions in descending order. This approach helped us sort content by 

virality and audience engagement and allowed us to filter out only the most 

relevant posts. 

All data were collected using the Gerulata Juno monitoring tool developed by 

Gerulata Technologies. The system allows the monitoring of different 

information sources such as Telegram, Facebook, YouTube or media news feeds. 

Gerulata Juno allowed us to use advanced artificial intelligence models for 

language understanding and other advanced data analysis techniques to 

 
3 The study focused exclusively on the topic of NATO MN BG in Slovakia. The initial version of the obtained 
dataset was reduced to the final number of 417 analysed articles and posts due to the relevance of the 
monitored content. The initial results of the content search using keywords ("bojova skupina", "battlegroup", 
"battle group", "system Patriot", "Sliač") included content that was not related to the researched topic (e.g. 
battle groups in other NATO member states or battle groups of the Ukrainian army). The specifics of the 
social media platforms monitored also played a role in the reduction of the dataset. In particular, it was 
Telegram, in which the monitoring tool captured identical content from the same actor twice due to the 
distinction between channel posts and group messages. Further, group posts by ordinary users were not 
annotated on Telegram either. This was similarly the case for content from websites which did not primarily 
feature NATO MN BG, or content which provided a news overview. 
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improve our analysis capabilities. In addition, data annotation, filtering, and 

visualization were done through the platform. 

The annotation process was designed to answer three questions: Who are the 

relevant actors? What is the sentiment of the discourse related to NATO MN BG? 

And what themes and narratives are dominantly communicated? Answering 

these questions allowed us to capture three main categories - actors, sentiment 

and narratives.  

Actors 
A category specifically designed to quantify the types of actors who 

communicate defence topics. This category was divided into seven 

subcategories: 1) political actor, 2) influencer, 3) institution, 4) civil society actor, 

5) mainstream media, 6) alternative media, 7) other.  

Sentiment 
This category aimed to answer how a given post communicates in terms of 

sentiment. The sentiment of the content was rated on a scale of positive - neutral 

- negative. 

Positive sentiment was understood as sentiment agreeing and/or supporting the 

presence of NATO MN BG in Slovakia. This is seen as part of a broader 

endorsement of Slovakia's current officially declared foreign and security policy. 

The Security Strategy of the Slovak Republic 2021 defines Slovakia as an 

independent, sovereign, democratic state guided by the universal values of 

freedom, pluralism, human rights, justice, human dignity, solidarity and the free 

market. Membership in NATO and the EU is described as a pillar of Slovakia's 

security and an expression of its civilisational values and geopolitical orientation. 

These attitudes are reflected in the Defence and Military Strategy and are in line 

with the Constitution of the Slovak Republic. 

Topics 
The category was designed to capture broader topics related to NATO MN BG. We 

have divided the category of topics into relevant and irrelevant content. We 

considered any post, video or image that explicitly related to the presence of 

NATO MN BG in Slovakia to be a relevant topic.  

The aim of this category was to find out what topics related to NATO MN BG are 

prevalent in Slovak discourse. From the annotation of the primary dataset, we 
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identified the following themes or sub-narratives: 1. Basic information, 2. Patriot 

system, 3. Withdrawal of the Patriot system battery, 4. NATO BattleGroup 

presence as "occupation", 5. The analogy with 1968, 6. Sliač Air Base - US 

base/referendum, 7. Sliač Air Base - lost equipment, 8. Other. 

Narrative analysis 
We conducted qualitative research regarding dominant narratives. Based on the 

annotated data, we selected the most popular narratives. We judged the strength 

of the engagement by the relative number of interactions the post received. 

However, communication was dominated by the topics of the Patriot system and 

Basic information about the deployment of NATO MN BG in Slovakia.  

Narrative analysis is a set of methods used to interpret textual and visual entries 

in a narrative form. In this study, we questioned what narrative was depicted in 

social media content. Since not all content had an identifiable narrative, we 

focused only on articles and posts that contained a narrative.  

Sentiment analysis 
The annotation of the data also allowed us to create a comprehensive overview 

of the sentiments communicated in the context of NATO MN BG. This enabled 

us to analyse and determine what sentiments were communicated by the most 

influential actors and how they differed from each other.  

Due to the complexity of the dataset, manual annotation was used for sentiment 

analysis. A simple sentiment analysis using NLP would only label the emotion of 

the post without further contextual cues. A more complex machine learning 

model would still need labelled training data and would likely not achieve the 

accuracy of manual annotations.  

Limitations 
Our approach has several limitations. First, it is not easily scalable. It relies 

heavily on manual annotation, which is time-consuming and requires trained 

annotators. Nor are the annotated data exclusively reliable without subsequent 

quality control.  

Second, although we believe that the number of interactions is the best possible 

indicator for sorting the data, it has some inherent limitations. It correlates with 

the number of followers and as such favors more successful social media 

subjects. At the same time, it should be added that the number of interactions as 
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a metric does not reflect in the results the presence of articles published on 

websites. 

To obtain the dataset, a narrow set of keywords was used in a search with 

automatic recognition of Slovak and Czech language environment/content. The 

dataset is thus the result of a search that was not focused on a specific list of 

actors but on the Slovak and Czech information space as a whole. At the same 

time, it is possible to work with the hypothesis that the set of keywords used by 

us does not contain expressions used by some actors in the communication of 

the topic. 

Technical parameters of the research: 
Monitoring period: 31.1.2022 – 16.10. 2022 

Keywords: "bojova skupina", "battlegroup", "battle group", "system Patriot", 
"Sliač" 

Number of results: 417 

Number of interactions: 260 572 

Number of reactions: 219 772 

Number of comments: 21 070 

Number of shares: 19730 

Number of sources: 115 

Software: Gerulata Juno 

Annotation: manual annotation of topic, sentiment and actor type 

 






